
A DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNDS OF ENTREPRENEURS FINANCING THEIR

OWN BUSINESS

In reality four patterns prevail in entrepreneurial finance: As a result, more people finance their start-ups with their own
money than get money.

You need to be careful here. Examples of these regulations include Basel II and III, which increase the
minimum capital requirements that a bank has to hold dependent on the riskiness of the loans it has given out.
As a reaction to the economic crisis, the central banks cut interest rates to stimulate economic activity. The
opinions expressed in this column are those of the author, not of Entrepreneur. When borrowing love money,
you should be aware that: Family and friends rarely have much capital They may want to have equity in your
business A business relationship with family or friends should never be taken lightly The first thing to keep in
mind is that venture capital is not necessarily for all entrepreneurs. The Problem[ edit ] Depending on the
industry and aspirations of the entrepreneur s they may need to attract money to fully commercialize their
concepts. The effectiveness of GVC programs depends largely on their design and aims. He's also consulted to
nearly emerging, fast-growth entrepreneurial ventures since  Investors and bankers considers this as " patient
capital ", which is money that will be repaid later as your business profits increase. This can be quicker and
cheaper to arrange certainly compared with a standard bank loan and the interest and repayment terms may be
more flexible than a bank loan. Subscribe Thanks. External sources Loan capital This can take several forms,
but the most common are a bank loan or bank overdraft. Motivation to donate includes charitable giving and
social image. Internationally, there is little relation between institutional factors such as legal conditions and
venture debt returns Cumming and Fleming ; Cumming et al. The advantages of investing in share capital are
covered in the section on business structure. They prefer to invest in businesses which have established
themselves. New exchange platforms that trade pre-IPO shares or, in general, shares of private firms , such as
SecondMarket, the main platform for trading pre-IPO shares of Facebook, or SharesPost, provide alternative
venues to investors and employees for cashing out. In addition, the majority of entrepreneurs are spending a
significant amount of time planning their new venture before ever opening. Most entrepreneurs, in reality, will
need to find their initial funding elsewhere. They may be prepared to invest substantial amounts for a longer
period of time; they may not want to get too involved in the day-to-day operation of the business. Carpentier et
al. They provide equity and offer management support and network access. Thus, instead of owning the firm
directly, the family bundles its ownership shares into a family office and only has an indirect ownership share
in the firm. The high importance of network externalities increases the value of social networks. Financial
innovation and disintermediation may have the potential to countervail some aspects of sub-optimal
principal-agent problems in conventional financial intermediation. Thus, IP-based investment funds neither
provide equity nor debt, but acquire intellectual assets of a company. Levratto et al. Those giving money will
make online pledges with the promise of pre-buying the product or giving a donation. Who on the
management team will drive the business strategy forward? Peer to peer lending Peer to peer lending is the
practice of lending to unrelated individuals without going through a traditional financial institution. This often
involves spending a lot of cash to cover this development and is a critical stage for securing financing. Most
existing entrepreneurial finance research focuses on single financing instruments such as VC or bank
financing and does not take a holistic approach where financing instruments are regarded as complements
rather than substitutes. Moreover, patents can be used as collateral to obtain debt funding from banks and other
financial institutions Fischer and Ringler  Angel investors Angel investment is equity funding provided by
high net worth individuals who generally fill the start-up financing gap between seed financing and venture
capital, which is discussed later in the article. We know little how using one instrument influences the
likelihood to obtain another instrument later on. Some entrepreneurs will provide a loan to their new venture,
and it may even be secured by fixed assets purchased with those funds. On the one hand, financial
intermediaries are meant to reduce information problems and help to meet demand and supply of capital; on
the other hand, their activity is obviously costly and may introduce agency conflicts.


